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Understanding Street Culture
2017-09-16

how do poverty youth and crime relate to the concept of being cool jonathan ilan presents a unique theoretically informed
overview of street culture in various parts of the world its origins functions manifestations and appeal examining both its bearing
on criminal lifestyles and on the cultivation of cool drawing on contemporary research and original examples to evidence new
ways of thinking about street culture from the favelas of brazil to housing projects in the usa the text locates street culture
within its particular social cultural and economic contexts covering diverse subjects from brutal violence to contemporary
fashion it explores the ways in which street culture is intertwined with processes of social exclusion and inclusion an in depth
and even handed guide to understanding the practices styles and struggles associated with a particular section of the socio
economically disadvantaged this text stands as an invaluable resource for students and academics across a range of disciplines
including youth studies urban studies criminology sociology cultural studies and geography

Understanding Street-Level Bureaucracy
2016-07-06

this book draws together internationally acclaimed scholars from across the world to address the roles of public officials whose
jobs involve dealing directly with the public covering a broad range of jobs including the delivery of benefits and services the
regulation of social and economic behavior and the expression and maintenance of public values the book presents in depth
discussions of different approaches the possibilities for discretionary autonomy and directions for further research in the field

Understanding Street Photography
2022-06-21

discover the secrets to mastering street photography from city streets to country roads and the alleyways in between from an
acclaimed international photographer teacher and bestselling author street photography offers treasured moments at almost
every turn if you know where to look in understanding street photography readers will learn the techniques for capturing brilliant
scenes including images taken around the globe from the vibrant streets of varanasi india to the crowded walkways of the
charles bridge in prague and so many other corners of the world in this master class street photography is defined as images
that convey evidence of human interaction whether that s a striking cityscape an image of rush hour foot traffic the remains of a
half eaten sandwich or a pedestrian portrait along the way bryan peterson shares 120 mini diaries the story behind each image
the thought process the arrangement of the composition the psychology of the colors and the lens aperture shutter speed and
iso for readers to replicate his work professional and aspiring photographers alike will learn how to produce posed and candid
compositions capture light and movement work with shadows weather and architecture and hone your craft through lessons
exercises and anecdotes peterson shares his best tips for capturing the unpredictable world of urban life in motion

Understanding Street Drugs
2006

this is a guide for any adult who works or lives with young people and is concerned about the modern drug culture it explains the
history of drug abuse the present drug scene slang etc and looks at rights and responsibilities previous ed published as
understanding drugs 1996

Understanding Street Gangs
2000

understanding street gangs offers a unique and pioneering approach to the street and prison gang dilemma and provides both
local and national perspective this popular book is used by colleges universities and academies and also for advanced officer
training throughout the country the authors are leading authorities on gang activities no other book offers such insight or
understanding into this escalating threat it covers causative factors family structure and profiles socioeconomic pressures and
drugs it also defines gangs membership structure and organization communication and measurements of gang violence offers
perspective on gang activity and suggests possible solutions

Understanding Street Gangs
2000

easy to use and designed for use all year long this uncomplicated graphic approach to the often bewildering world of taxes is the
perfect companion to annual preparation guides and an ideal planning primer 200 four color and black and white photos
diagrams and charts

The Wall Street Journal Guide to Understanding Your Taxes
1994

over the past quarter century understanding wall street has helped everyone from rookie investors to wall street veterans
understand exactly how the market works and how to determine which stocks to buy and which to avoid the fourth edition of this
top selling guide still as easy to read practical and comprehensive as the first three has been completely updated to help
investors prosper in today s new no limits marketplace book jacket
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Understanding Wall Street
1987

this book draws together internationally acclaimed scholars from across the world to address the roles of public officials whose
jobs involve dealing directly with the public covering a broad range of jobs including the delivery of benefits and services the
regulation of social and economic behavior and the expression and maintenance of public values the book presents in depth
discussions of different approaches the possibilities for discretionary autonomy and directions for further research in the field

Understanding Street-Level Bureaucracy
2015-07

how local specific and personal understandings about belonging ownership and agency intersect with law to shape the city in
owning the street amelia thorpe examines everyday experiences of and feelings about property and belonging in contemporary
cities she grounds her account in an empirical study of park ing day an annual event that reclaims street space from cars a
popular and highly recognizable example of diy urbanism park ing day has attracted considerable media attention but has not
yet been the subject of close scholarly examination focusing on the event s trajectories in san francisco sydney and montreal
thorpe addresses this gap making use of extensive interview data field work and careful reflection to explore these tiny
temporary and often transformative interventions park ing day is based on a creative interpretation of the property producible
by paying a parking meter paying a meter the event s organizers explained amounts to taking out a lease on the space while
most lessees use that property to store a car the space could be put to other uses engaging politics a free health clinic for
migrant workers a same sex wedding a protest against fossil fuels and play a dance floor giant jenga a pocket park through this
novel rereading of everyday regulation park ing day provides an example of the connection between belief and action a
connection at the heart of thorpe s argument thorpe examines ways in which local personal and materially grounded
understandings about belonging ownership and agency intersect with law to shape the city her analysis offers insights into the
ways in which citizens can shape the governance of urban space particularly in contested environments the book s foreword is
by davina cooper research professor in law at king s college london

Owning the Street
2020-12-15

traces the history of money and discusses stocks bonds mutual funds futures and options

The Wall Street Journal Guide to Understanding Money & Investing
2004

the study of crime has focused primarily on why particular people commit crime or why specific communities have higher crime
levels than others in the criminology of place david weisburd elizabeth groff and sue ming yang present a new and different way
of looking at the crime problem by examining why specific streets in a city have specific crime trends over time based on a 16
year longitudinal study of crime in seattle washington the book focuses our attention on small units of geographic analysis micro
communities defined as street segments half of all seattle crime each year occurs on just 5 6 percent of the city s street
segments yet these crime hot spots are not concentrated in a single neighborhood and street by street variability is significant
weisburd groff and yang set out to explain why the criminology of place shows how much essential information about crime is
inevitably lost when we focus on larger units like neighborhoods or communities reorienting the study of crime by focusing on
small units of geography the authors identify a large group of possible crime risk and protective factors for street segments and
an array of interventions that could be implemented to address them the criminology of place is a groundbreaking book that
radically alters traditional thinking about the crime problem and what we should do about it

The Criminology of Place
2012-10-01

many people in america think that gang violence is concentrated in the inner cities of new york los many people in america think
that gang violence is concentrated in the inner cities of new york los angeles and other isolated metropolitan areas they are
mistaken says loren christensen a veteran portland oregon gang enforcement officer after completing skinhead street gangs
christensen went back to the streets to see what s happening with gangs and what he found scared the hell out of him he found
that gangs are everywhere and are here to stay in the big cities and small towns in the suburbs and the rural areas on both
coasts and in the heartland his research also showed that gangs are equal opportunity destroyers their members and victims are
white black hispanic and asian his most disturbing discovery was that gangs are nastier than ever ten years ago gangbangers
fought with fists clubs and pistols now they have lots of incredible firepower and they don t think twice about using it here
christensen lets gang members former gang members and street cops tell you in their own words how gangbangers think why
they are so violent who they target and what if anything can be done to curb the growth of gangs in america

Gangbangers
1999-11-01

radically reimagine our ways of being learning and doing education can be transformed if we eradicate our fixation on big data
like standardized test scores as the supreme measure of equity and learning instead of the focus being on fixing and filling
academic gaps we must envision and rebuild the system from the student up with classrooms schools and systems built around
students brilliance cultural wealth and intellectual potential street data reminds us that what is measurable is not the same as
what is valuable and that data can be humanizing liberatory and healing by breaking down street data fundamentals what it is
how to gather it and how it can complement other forms of data to guide a school or district s equity journey safir and dugan
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offer an actionable framework for school transformation written for educators and policymakers this book offers fresh ideas and
innovative tools to apply immediately provides an asset based model to help educators look for what s right in our students and
communities instead of seeking what s wrong explores a different application of data from its capacity to help us diagnose root
causes of inequity to its potential to transform learning and its power to reshape adult culture now is the time to take an
antiracist stance interrogate our assumptions about knowledge measurement and what really matters when it comes to
educating young people

Street Data
2021-02-18

covers banking services credit home finance financial planning investments and taxes

The Wall Street Journal Guide to Understanding Personal Finance
2004

when the objectives of public policy programmes have been formulated and decided upon implementation seems just a matter
of following instructions however it is underway to the realization of those objectives that public policies get their final substance
and form crucial is what happens in and around the encounter between public officials and individual citizens at the street level
of government bureaucracy this research handbook addresses the state of the art while providing a systematic exploration of
the theoretical and methodological issues apparent in the study of street level bureaucracy and how to deal with them

Research Handbook on Street-Level Bureaucracy
2019

outgrowth and extension of the author s doctoral dissertation university of pittsburgh bibliography p 231 233

Stock Market Behavior
1969

images of the streetsubjects the street to sustained critical scrutiny enriching and extending our understanding of the making
and meaning of urban space

Understanding Street-level Bureaucracy
2016

worth far more than its cover price i wish i d had it available to me when i was first looking for startup funding eric ries every
startup needs capital and ambitious startups seek it on sand hill road silicon valley s dream street for entrepreneurs that s where
you ll find the biggest names in venture capital including the famed vc firm andreessen horowitz where lawyer turned
entrepreneur turned vc scott kupor serves as managing partner whether you re trying to get a new company off the ground or
scale an existing business to the next level you need to understand how vcs think secrets of sand hill road is the first book that
shows you exactly how vcs decide where and how much to invest it will help you get the best possible deal and make the most
of your relationships with vcs you ll learn for instance why most vcs typically invest in only one startup in a given business
category why the talent you need most when raising venture capital is your storytelling ability how to handle a down round when
you have to raise funds at a lower valuation than in your previous round why bridge financing reopening your last round to
existing investors is generally a bad idea what to do when vcs get too entangled in the day to day operations of your business
why you need to build relationships with potential acquirers long before you decide to sell filled with kupor s firsthand
experiences insider advice and practical takeaways secrets of sand hill road is the guide you need to turn yourstartup into the
next unicorn

Images of the Street
1998

how do poverty youth and crime relate to the concept of being cool jonathan ilan presents a unique theoretically informed
overview of street culture in various parts of the world its origins functions manifestations and appeal examining both its bearing
on criminal lifestyles and on the cultivation of cool drawing on contemporary research and original examples to evidence new
ways of thinking about street culture from the favelas of brazil to housing projects in the usa the text locates street culture
within its particular social cultural and economic contexts covering diverse subjects from brutal violence to contemporary
fashion it explores the ways in which street culture is intertwined with processes of social exclusion and inclusion an in depth
and even handed guide to understanding the practices styles and struggles associated with a particular section of the socio
economically disadvantaged this text stands as an invaluable resource for students and academics across a range of disciplines
including youth studies urban studies criminology sociology cultural studies and geography

Secrets of Sand Hill Road
2019-06-06

a legendary value investor on security analysis for a modernera this book outlines whitman s approach to business and
securityanalysis that departs from most conventional security analysts this approach has more in common with corporate
finance than itdoes with the conventional approach the key factors in appraisinga company and its securities 1 credit worthiness
2 flows both cash and earnings 3 long term outlook 4 salable assets which can be disposed of without compromising thegoing
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concern dynamics 5 resource conversions such as changes incontrol mergers and acquisitions going private and major
changesin assets or in liabilities and 6 access to capital offers the security analysis value approach martin whitman hasused
successfully since 1986 details whitman s unconventional approach to security analysisand offers information on the six key
factors for appraising acompany contains the three most overemphasized factors used inconventional securities investing
written by martin j whitman and fernando diz modernsecurity analysis meets the challenge of today s marketplace bytaking into
account changes to regulation market structures instruments and the speed and volume of trading

Understanding Street Culture
2015-05

contents understanding the futures markets becoming a trader strategies for success indexed this guide offers insights into the
futures trading market including practical strategies and rules for winning the game the first book that takes the mystery out of
trading in the volatile stock index futures market where only the best and the brightest keep the lion s share of earnings

Modern Security Analysis
2013-05-07

provides a concise explanation of stocks bonds mutuals funds futures and money

West of Wall Street
1987

toronto prides itself on being the world s most diverse city and its officials seek to support this diversity through programs and
policies designed to promote social inclusion yet this progressive vision of law often falls short in practice limited by problems
inherent in the political culture itself in everyday law on the street mariana valverde brings to light the often unexpected ways
that the development and implementation of policies shape everyday urban life drawing on four years spent participating in
council hearings and civic association meetings and shadowing housing inspectors and law enforcement officials as they went
about their day to day work valverde reveals a telling transformation between law on the books and law on the streets she finds
for example that some of the democratic governing mechanisms generally applauded public meetings for instance actually
create disadvantages for marginalized groups whose members are less likely to attend or articulate their concerns as a result
both officials and citizens fail to see problems outside the point of view of their own needs and neighborhood taking issue with
jane jacobs and many others valverde ultimately argues that toronto and other diverse cities must reevaluate their allegiance to
strictly local solutions if urban diversity is to be truly inclusive of tenants as well as homeowners and recent immigrants as well
as longtime residents cities must move beyond micro local planning and embrace a more expansive citywide approach to
planning and regulation

The Wall Street Journal
1990

gangs often associated with brutality and senseless destructive violence have not always been viewed as inherently antagonistic
the first studies of gangs depicted them as alternative sources of order in urban slums where the state s authority was lacking
and they have subsequently been shown to be important elements in some youth life cycles despite their proliferation there is
little consensus regarding what constitutes a gang used to denote phenomena ranging from organized crime syndicates to
groups of youths who gather spontaneously on street corners even the term gang is ambiguous global gangs offers a greater
understanding of gangs through essays that investigate gangs spanning across nations from brazil to indonesia china to kenya
and from el salvador to russia volume editors jennifer m hazen and dennis rodgers bring together contributors who examine
gangs from a comparative perspective discussing such topics as the role the apartheid regime in south africa played in the
emergence of gangs the politics behind child vigilante squads in india the relationship between immigration and gangs in france
and the united states and the complex stigmatization of youths in mexico caused by the arbitrary deployment of the word gang
featuring an afterword by renowned u s gang researcher sudhir venkatesh this volume provides a comprehensive look into the
experience of gangs across the world and in doing so challenges conventional notions of identity contributors enrique desmond
arias george mason u josé miguel cruz florida international u steffen jensen dignity danish institute against torture gareth a
jones london school of economics and political science marwan mohammed École normale supérieure paris jacob rasmussen
roskilde u loren ryter u of michigan rustem r safin national research technological u russia alexander l salagaev national research
technological u russia atreyee sen u of manchester mats utas nordic africa institute sudhir venkatesh columbia u james diego
vigil u of california irvine lening zhang saint francis u

Everyday Law on the Street
2012-10-22

explores encounters between those who make their living by engaging in street based prostitution and the criminal justice and
social service workers who try to curtail it working together every day the lives of sex workers police officers public defenders
and social service providers are profoundly intertwined yet their relationships are often adversarial and rooted in fundamentally
false assumptions the criminal justice social services alliance operates on the general belief that the women they police and
otherwise regulate choose sex work as a result of traumatization rather than acknowledging the fact that socioeconomic realities
often inform their choices drawing on extraordinarily rich ethnographic research including interviews with over one hundred
street involved women and dozens of criminal justice and social service professionals women of the street argues that despite
the intimate knowledge these groups have about each other measures designed to help these women consistently fail because
they do not take into account false assumptions about street life homelessness drug use and sex trading reaching beyond
disciplinary silos by combining the analysis of an anthropologist and a legal scholar the book offers an evidence based argument
for the decriminalization of prostitution
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Global Gangs
2014-08-01

discover the essential thinking tools you ve been missing with the great mental models series by shane parrish new york times
bestselling author and the mind behind the acclaimed farnam street blog and the knowledge project podcast this first book in
the series is your guide to learning the crucial thinking tools nobody ever taught you time and time again great thinkers such as
charlie munger and warren buffett have credited their success to mental models representations of how something works that
can scale onto other fields mastering a small number of mental models enables you to rapidly grasp new information identify
patterns others miss and avoid the common mistakes that hold people back the great mental models volume 1 general thinking
concepts shows you how making a few tiny changes in the way you think can deliver big results drawing on examples from
history business art and science this book details nine of the most versatile all purpose mental models you can use right away to
improve your decision making and productivity this book will teach you how to avoid blind spots when looking at problems find
non obvious solutions anticipate and achieve desired outcomes play to your strengths avoid your weaknesses and more the
great mental models series demystifies once elusive concepts and illuminates rich knowledge that traditional education
overlooks this series is the most comprehensive and accessible guide on using mental models to better understand our world
solve problems and gain an advantage

Women of the Street
2017-02-28

discover the secrets to mastering street photography from city streets to country roads and the alleyways in between from an
acclaimed international photographer teacher and bestselling author street photography offers treasured moments at almost
every turn if you know where to look in understanding street photography readers will learn the techniques for capturing brilliant
scenes including images taken around the globe from the vibrant streets of varanasi india to the crowded walkways of the
charles bridge in prague and so many other corners of the world in this master class street photography is defined as images
that convey evidence of human interaction whether that s a striking cityscape an image of rush hour foot traffic the remains of a
half eaten sandwich or a pedestrian portrait along the way bryan peterson shares 120 mini diaries the story behind each image
the thought process the arrangement of the composition the psychology of the colors and the lens aperture shutter speed and
iso for readers to replicate his work professional and aspiring photographers alike will learn how to produce posed and candid
compositions capture light and movement work with shadows weather and architecture and hone your craft through lessons
exercises and anecdotes peterson shares his best tips for capturing the unpredictable world of urban life in motion

Schutzian Research vol. 3 / 2011
2011-01-01

the post apocalyptic modern classic with an introduction by novelist john banville in a burned out america a father and his young
son walk under a darkened sky heading slowly for the coast they have no idea what if anything awaits them there the landscape
is destroyed nothing moves save the ash on the wind and cruel lawless men stalk the roadside lying in wait attempting to
survive in this brave new world the young boy and his protector have nothing but a pistol to defend themselves they must keep
walking winner of the pulitzer prize for fiction the road is an incandescent novel the story of a remarkable and profoundly moving
journey in this unflinching study of the best and worst of humankind cormac mccarthy boldly divines a future without hope but
one in which miraculously this young family finds tenderness an exemplar of post apocalyptic writing the road is a true modern
classic a masterful moving and increasingly prescient novel this edition is part of the picador collection a series of the best in
contemporary literature inaugurated in picador s 50th anniversary year

The Great Mental Models, Volume 1
2024-10-15

a fully revised edition of the investing classic for over 30 years this comprehensive easy to read guide has served well as the
definitive reference for successful investing now in its fifth edition and completely updated understanding wall street helps
investors prosper in today s challenging economy whether you re just beginning or among the millions soon to retire
understanding wall street fifth edition has new sections and information on the issues most important to today s investors
including how to use the internet as an investing tool the shift to exchange traded funds etfs the link between wall street and
main street the risks and rewards of the global economy praise for previous editions of understanding wall street recommended
an excellent introduction to stock market intricacies booklist a lucid guide to those downtown mysteries newsday remarkable it
remains as useful as ever experience may be the best teacher but this manual runs a close second american library book review

Understanding Street Photography
2022-06-21

focusing on the liberating promise of public space the beach beneath the streets examines the activist struggles of communities
in new york city queer youth of color gardeners cyclists and anti gentrification activists as they transform streets piers and
vacant lots into everyday sites for autonomy imagination identity formation creativity problem solving and even democratic
renewal through ethnographic accounts of contests over new york city s public spaces that highlight the tension between
resistance and repression shepard and smithsimon identify how changes in the control of public spaces parks street corners and
plazas have reliably foreshadowed elites shifting designs on the city at large with an innovative taxonomy of public space the
authors frame the ways spaces as diverse as gated enclaves luxury shopping malls collapsing piers and street protests can be
understood in relation to one another synthesizing the fifty year history of new york s neoliberal transformation and the social
movements which have opposed the process the beach beneath the streets captures the dynamics at work in the ongoing
shaping of urban spaces into places of repression expression control and creativity
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The Road
2019-03-07

if burke denby had not been given all the frosted cakes and toy shotguns he wanted at the age of ten it might not have been so
difficult to convince him at the age of twenty that he did not want to marry helen barnet mabel the beautiful and adored wife of
john denby had died when burke was four years old and since that time life for burke had been victory unseasoned with defeat a
succession of anything for peace rulers of the nursery and a father who could not bring himself to be the cause of the slightest
shadow on the face of one who was the breathing image of his lost wife had all contributed to these victories

Understanding Wall Street, Fifth Edition
2009-09-22

engaging hybrid part lyrical travelogue part investigative journalism and part jeremiad all shot through with droll humor the
atlanta journal constitution in 1867 john muir set out on foot to explore the botanical wonders of the south keeping a detailed
journal of his adventures as he traipsed from kentucky southward to florida one hundred and fifty years later on a similar whim
veteran atlanta reporter dan chapman distressed by sprawl driven environmental ills in a region he loves recreated muir s
journey to see for himself how nature has fared since muir s time channeling muir he uses humor keen observation and a deep
love of place to celebrate the south s natural riches but he laments that a treasured way of life for generations of southerners is
endangered as long simmering struggles intensify over misused and dwindling resources chapman seeks to discover how
southerners might balance surging population growth with protecting the natural beauty muir found so special each chapter
touches upon a local ecological problem at risk species in mammoth cave coal ash in kingston tennessee climate change in the
nantahala national forest water wars in georgia aquifer depletion in florida that resonates across the south chapman delves into
the region s natural history moving between john muir s vivid descriptions of a lush botanical paradise and the myriad
environmental problems facing the south today along the way he talks to locals with deep ties to the land scientists hunters
politicians and even a muir impersonator who describe the changes they ve witnessed and what it will take to accommodate a
fast growing population without destroying the natural beauty and a cherished connection to nature a road running southward is
part travelogue part environmental cri de coeur and paints a picture of a south under siege it is a passionate appeal a call to
action to save one of the loveliest and most biodiverse regions of the world by understanding what we have to lose if we do
nothing

The Beach Beneath the Streets
2011-06-03

how can human capabilities be articulated and promoted in practice how can the challenges encountered in its application be
addressed this volume answers these research questions through nine country case studies from the global north and the global
south

The Road to Understanding
2022-08-10

with the advent of aboriginal street gangs such as indian posse manitoba warriors and native syndicate winnipeg garnered a
reputation as the gang capital of canada yet beyond the stereotypes of outsiders little is known about these street gangs and
the factors and conditions that have produced them indians wear red locates aboriginal street gangs in the context of the
racialized poverty that has become entrenched in the colonized space of winnipeg s north end drawing upon extensive
interviews with aboriginal street gang members as well as with aboriginal women and elders the authors develop an
understanding from inside the inner city and through the voices of aboriginal people especially street gang members themselves
while economic restructuring and neo liberal state responses can account for the global proliferation of street gangs the authors
argue that colonialism is a crucial factor in the canadian context particularly in western canadian urban centres young aboriginal
people have resisted their social and economic exclusion by acting collectively as indians but just as colonialism is destructive so
too are street gang activities including the illegal trade in drugs solutions lie not in quick fixes or getting tough on crime but in
decolonization re connecting aboriginal people with their cultures and building communities in which they can safely live and
work

A Road Running Southward
2022-05-26

suburban space has traditionally been understood as a formless remnant of physical city expansion without a dynamic or logic of
its own suburban urbanities challenges this view by defining the suburb as a temporally evolving feature of urban growth
anchored in the architectural research discipline of space syntax this book offers a comprehensive understanding of urban
change touching on the history of the suburb as well as its current development challenges with a particular focus on suburban
centres studies of the high street as a centre for social economic and cultural exchange provide evidence for its critical role in
sustaining local centres over time contributors from the architecture urban design geography history and anthropology
disciplines examine cases spanning europe and around the mediterranean by linking large scale city mapping urban design scale
expositions of high street activity and local scale ethnographies the book underscores the need to consider suburban space on
its own terms as a specific and complex field of social practice

The Capability Approach
2014-07-22

the million copy global bestseller based on the life changing ted talk discover your purpose with one simple question why one of
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the most incredible thinkers of our time someone who has influenced the way i think and act every day steven bartlett investor
bbc dragon and host of the diary of a ceo podcast why are some people more inventive pioneering and successful than others
and why are they able to repeat their success again and again because it doesn t matter what you do it matters why you do it
those who have had the greatest influence in the world all think act and communicate in the same way and it s the opposite to
most in start with why simon sinek uncovers the fundamental secret of their success how you lead inspire live it all starts with
why what readers are saying it s amazing how a book can change the course of your life and this book did that imagine the ted
talk expanded to 2 hours long with more depth intrigue and examples what he does brilliantly is demonstrate his own why to
inspire others throughout

“Indians Wear Red”
2020-11-26T00:00:00Z

a surprising and revealing look at how today s elite view their wealth and place in society from tv s real housewives to the wolf of
wall street our popular culture portrays the wealthy as materialistic and entitled but what do we really know about those who
live on easy street in this penetrating book rachel sherman draws on rare in depth interviews that she conducted with fifty
affluent new yorkers from hedge fund financiers and artists to stay at home mothers to examine their lifestyle choices and
understanding of privilege sherman upends images of wealthy people as invested only in accruing social advantages for
themselves and their children instead these liberal elites who believe in diversity and meritocracy feel conflicted about their
position in a highly unequal society as the distance between rich and poor widens uneasy street not only explores the lives of
those at the top but also sheds light on how extreme inequality comes to seem ordinary and acceptable to the rest of us

Suburban Urbanities
2015-11-12

Start With Why
2011-10-06

Uneasy Street
2019-05-14
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